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Smashing Windows II v1.0
Website: http://internetter.com/titan/software/
Price: Freeware

Smashing Windows is a simple Space Invaders game where you can shoot at any object that
you wish.    The default settings is the evil windows. The game features a Choose Sprites... 
dialog which allows you to choose your particular enemy.    I kinda prefer killing the Windows 
logo's because its symbolic of how macs can just kill off the windows users that attack us in 
numbers.    No matter how many windows users, we can still pick em off.

Smashing Windows will run on any Macintosh, 68K or PowerPC, with a 256 colour 640x480 
screen. Smashing Windows will set your monitor to 256 colours automatically when you run 
it.

So how do I play?    Shoot the bad guys. 'nuf said.
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Full screen shot of the game.    This picture has been shrunk to save file space, the real game
is actually full screen.
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In the above window you can pick the icon in which you want to be the enemy and the good 
guy.
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In the above window you can pick the background of the game.

The game is great for a few laughs and you must remember to always have it running when 
ever your PeeCee friends stop by.    <Wink>    But the game gets boring real fast.    Its just 
way to simple.    Now if anyone wants to make a cool game like Postal and have Steve Jobs 
as the main character going to kill off all the little Bill Gates in the world that try and attack 
poor Steve, now that would be a fun game.
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GOOD NEWS:    Great sound effects, good graphics, shoot windows95 loosers.
BAD NEWS:    Can get boring after a few plays, animation can be jerky on slow macs
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